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Abstract. In the financial domain a large number of inconsistent documents are 
produced every day. Up to now, many of the consistency management activities are 
executed manually, generating significant expense and operational risks. In this 
paper we present an approach for consistency management of financial XML 
documents. The approach includes the activities of consistency checking and 
consistency handling. It is based on consistency rules, used to express relationships 
among elements and documents, and resolution actions, used to restore the 
documents to a consistent manner. A prototype tool has been developed to 
demonstrate and evaluate the approach. 

1 Introduction 

A large number of financial documents are produced every day, either as a result of 
financial transactions involving multiple actors with different views and opinions, or 
as a result of accessing and manipulating data in trading systems. These systems are 
generally created and administered independently, differing physically and logically. 
The heterogeneity of these systems are exhibited in the use of different programming 
languages, the availability of different platforms and operating systems, and the 
various ways of storing, manipulating and exchanging data. Inevitably, the produced 
documents are often inconsistent. 

It is important to manage these inconsistencies to allow interoperability and
integration of front-, middle- and back-offices, and to support tasks like trade
confirmation, trade settlement, and trade collateral matching. Up to now, many of the
consistency management activities are executed manually, generating significant
expense and operational risks.

For example, consider a trade confirmation process, where each party produces a
document with its own view of a trade that has been agreed to over the phone. In a
normal scenario, the parties exchange these documents via fax or electronically in
order to check inconsistencies of the documents' content, such as settlement date, rate,
amount, name of the parties. The parties produce consistent versions by checking 
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documents manually and discussing changes via phone and fax before executing the
settlement.

With the development of the Internet and eXtensible Markup Language (XML) [4],
new standard data interchange mechanisms for the financial domain have been
proposed. Examples of these standards are the Financial product Markup Language
(FpML) [15], Financial Information Exchange Protocol Markup Language (FIXML)
[16], Network Trade Model (NTM) [19], and Open Trading Protocol (OTP) [22].
These standards have been extensively used to support many financial activities,
ranging from Internet-based electronic dealing and confirmation of trades, to
interchange data between front-, middle-, and back-office services. The result is the
creation of various documents representing instances of the standards, generated by
different applications and person everyday. However, consistency management of
these documents is still an open question.

In this paper we propose an approach for consistency management of financial
XML documents. Our approach is simple, lightweight, and concentrates on
inconsistencies in the documents’ instance level. It is based on consistency rules, used
to express relationships among elements, and resolution actions, used to restore the
documents to a consistent state. When dealing with financial documents the resolution
of inconsistencies is necessary and important to avoid mismanagement of data.

The proposed approach tackles the activities of consistency checking and
consistency handling, in the consistency management process [31]. Consistency
checking is concerned with the tasks of specifying consistency rules and identifying
inconsistent elements, by checking for violations of the consistency rules.
Consistency handling is related to the tasks of specifying resolution actions for
dealing with inconsistencies, selecting the resolution actions to be executed, and
restoring the documents to a consistent format by applying the resolution actions1.

The work presented in this paper extends previous work for consistency
management proposed in [10][34]. In the previous work the authors proposed an
approach to allow identification and detection of inconsistencies in distributed XML
documents, based on consistency rules, where the related elements are associated
through hyperlinks named consistency links. The approach presented in this paper 
complements this former work by describing a way of handling inconsistencies, and
applying the whole approach in a specific domain, i.e. finance.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the approach
being proposed. Section 3 presents a formalism to express the consistency rules, a
classification for the different types of rules, and examples of these various types.
Section 4 describes a formalism to express the resolution actions and one example of
these actions. Section 5 addresses the implementation of XRule tool to support the
approach. Section 6 discusses related work. Finally, section 7 summarizes the
approach and suggests directions for future work.

                                                          
1 As outlined in [31], in a consistency management process the consistency handling actions

depend on the type of inconsistencies and can be of various types. Examples are actions that
modify documents, restore or ameliorate inconsistencies, notify users about inconsistencies,
and perform analysis. In this paper we concentrate our work on actions that restore the
documents, called hereafter as resolution actions.
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2 The Approach

Our approach is based on XML and related technologies such as XPath [7] and XSLT
[6]. Fig. 1 presents an overview of the approach. The main component of our
approach is called XRule and is composed of a consistency checker and a consistency
handler.

Fig. 1. An overview of the approach 

The consistency checker is responsible for identifying inconsistencies in the
participating XML documents. It receives as input financial XML documents (e.g.
FpML instance documents) and consistency rules previously defined. The consistency
rules describe the relationship that should hold between the participating documents.
In the next step, the consistency checker verifies for violation of the consistency rules
in the XML documents, i.e. the relationships that do not hold. In cases where
inconsistencies are detected, the consistency checker generates resolution actions
related to these inconsistencies and a XSLT stylesheet document.

The resolution actions specify the parts inside the XML documents that are
inconsistent and to which value they should be changed in order to eliminate
inconsistencies. The XSLT stylesheet describes how to transform one XML document
into another XML document. The stylesheet and resolution actions are used by the
consistency handler to restore the XML documents into a consistent state. The
restoration of the documents is supported by XSLT processor, which transforms
inconsistent XML documents into ‘new’ consistent XML documents2.

The resolution actions and stylesheets are dynamically created during the
consistency management process. This is due to the fact that it is not possible to know
which parts of the participating documents are inconsistent before executing the
consistency checks. In addition, depending on the type of inconsistency and on the 
inconsistent element, the user needs to interact with the system to specify a ‘new
value’ to which the inconsistent element should be modified.
                                                          
2 A detailed description of XSLT [6] is beyond the scope of this paper. 
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3 Consistency Rules 

In this section we present the syntax used to express the consistency rules and the 
different types of consistency rules that we can express using the syntax. The 
consistency rule syntax is similar to the formalism proposed in [34]. However, it 
involves logical quantifiers (forall, exists) and is described in terms of XML [4] and 
XPath [7] syntax. The reasons for using XML and XPath are (a) to provide an open 
and standard way of expressing the rules; (b) to facilitate and standardise the 
construction and execution of a consistency rule interpreter; (c) to aid generation of 
resolution action; and (d) to facilitate access to and modification of XML documents. 

A consistency rule is composed of two parts. Part 1 is related to relevant sets of 
elements in various documents to which the rule has to be verified. Part 2 is 
concerned with conditions expressing the relationships between the elements in part 1 
that have to be tested.  

Fig. 2 illustrates the Document Type Definition [4] for the consistency rule syntax. 
It contains a root element called ConsistencyRule composed of six element contents 
and one attribute id. Attribute id uniquely identifies the consistency rule. The element 
contents are described below. 

Description – it contains a natural language description of the consistency rule;
Source & Destination – they contain XPath expressions for identifying sets of
elements to be checked against the consistency rule. It is possible to have more
than one type of Destination elements to be checked against the same type of
Source elements. This occurs when a consistency rule refers to more than two
types of element sets in the participating documents. Thus, for each type of
Destination element set in a rule there is a unique identification represented by
attribute dest_id, which is referenced as an attribute in element Condition;
Condition – it is composed of six attributes:

• expsourcequant - a quantifier that can have value “forall” or “exist”, which is
used to specify if the condition has to be satisfied for all elements, or at least one
element, respectively, in the Source element set;
• expsource - an expression related to the Source element set;
• op - an operator associating expsource with expdest, which can have the

following values: equal, not_equal, greater_than, less_than, less_equal,
greater_equal, and sum;
• dest_ref - a reference to the unique identification of a Destination set;
• expdestquant - a quantifier that can have value “forall” or “exist”, which is used

to specify if the condition has to be satisfied for all elements, or at least one element,
respectively, in the Destination element set;
• expdest - an expression related to the Destination element set.

Operator – this element is related to the situation in which the rule is composed
of more than one condition. It contains an attribute value, which can have the
Boolean content “AND” or “OR”.

The proposed consistency rule syntax allows the representation of different types 
of consistency rules. We classify these types based on the facts that (a) the 
consistency management process is executed by comparing the participating 
documents and the elements composing the Source and Destination sets pair wise; 
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and (b) in XML documents data can be represented either as elements or attributes3.
Therefore, the different types for consistency rules that can be represented by using 
the syntax shown in Fig. 2 are related to the comparison of documents, elements, and 
mixture of documents and elements.  

Fig. 2. Consistency rule syntax 

Table 1 summarizes a general classification for the consistency rules. In the table
the names in the rows and columns are related to the different types of components
being compared: the Source element set and Destination element set, respectively.
The Source and Destination sets reference participating documents and XML
elements. The content of each position in the table refers to different consistency rules
described below.

This general classification can be refined to a more specific classification where we
consider the cardinality of the Source and Destination sets. Table 2 presents a
specialized classification for the consistency rules, based on the fact that either all
elements or at least one element, and either all documents or at least one document in
the Source and Destination sets are compared.

In order to illustrate, we present examples of some of the different types of 
consistency rules related to finance. The rules are specified in XML, based on the 
DTD syntax of Fig. 2. For the examples we assume documents related to FpML 
standard [15]. 

                                                          
3 XML has no rules related to when data should be represented as element or attribute. For 

instance, in the XML Metadata Interchange (XMI) standard [21] all components of a UML 
model are represented as elements. In this text we use the term element meaning both XML 
elements and attributes.

<!ELEMENT ConsistencyRule (Description, Source,
Destination+, Condition, (Operator, Condition)*)>

<!ATTLIST ConsistencyRule id ID #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT Description (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT Source (XPath)>
<!ELEMENT Destination (XPath)>
<!ATTLIST Destination dest_id ID #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT Xpath (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT Condition EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST Condition

expsourcequant CDATA #REQUIRED
expsource CDATA #REQUIRED
op CDATA #REQUIRED
dest_ref CDATA #REQUIRED
expdestquant CDATA #REQUIRED
expdest CDATA #REQUIRED>

<!ELEMENT Operator EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST Operator value (AND|OR) “AND” >
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Table 1. General classification of consistency rules 

Table 2. Specialised classification of consistency rules 

Type 1: Existence of related elements
This type of rule is related to the existence of related elements in different documents 
or in the same document. 
Example: (Type 1.2) - For every two Foreign Exchange (FX) swap trade documents 
F1 and F2, the party references in F1 has to be the same as the party references in F2.

Type 2: Existence of elements due to the existence of documents
This type of rule is related to the situation in which the existence of one or more 
documents requires the existence of elements in another document.  

          Destination Set      Element           Document
Source Set 

Element                            Type 1              Type 3 

Document                         Type 2              Type 4 

<ConsistencyRule id=”R1.2”>
<Description> For every two FX swap trade documents representing a trade, the party
references in each of the documents have to be the same </Description>
<Source> <XPath> /fpml:FpML/fpml:Trade/fpml:tradeIDs/fpml:TradeIDs/tid:TradeID/

tid:partyReference </XPath> </Source>
<Destination dest_id=”pR”> <XPath> /fpml:FpML/fpml:Trade/fpml:tradeIDs/

fpml:TradeIDs/tid:TradeID/tid:partyReference </XPath> </Destination>
<Condition expsourcequant=”forall”

expsource=”.”
op=”equal”
dest_ref=”pR”
expdestquant=”exists”
expdest=”.” /> </ConsistencyRule>
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Example: (Type 2.4) - For every Foreign Exchange (FX) swap trade documents F1

and F2, related to a trade involving two parties, the names of the parties must exist in 
the documents.  

Type 3: Existence of documents due to the existence of elements
This type of rule is related to the situation in which the existence of one or more 
elements requires the existence of a document.
Example: (Type 3.2) - For every exchange rate in a FX swap trade document F1,
there must exist a document F2 with all the existing exchange rates.

<ConsistencyRule id=”R2.4”>
<Description> For every FX swap trade documents, related to a trade involving two parties, the
names of the parties must exist in the documents.
</Description>
<Source> <XPath> /fpml:FpML/fpml:Trade </XPath> </Source>
<Destination dest_id=”pR”> <XPath> /fpml:FpML/fpml:Trade </XPath> </Destination>
<Condition expsourcequant=”exists”

expsource=”./fpml:tradeIDs/fpml:TradeIDs/tid:TradeID[1]/tid:partyReference”
op=”equal”
dest_ref=”pR”
expdestquant=”exists”
expdest=”./fpml:tradeIDs/fpml:TradeIDs/tid:TradeID[1]/tid:partyReference”/>

<Operator value=”OR”/>
<Condition expsourcequant=”exists”

expsource=”./fpml:tradeIDs/fpml:TradeIDs/tid:TradeID[1]/tid:partyReference”
op=”equal”
dest_ref=”pR”
expdestquant=”exists”
expdest=”./fpml:tradeIDs/fpml:TradeIDs/tid:TradeID[2]/tid:partyReference”/>

<Operator value=”AND”/>
<Condition expsourcequant=”exists”

expsource=”./fpml:tradeIDs/fpml:TradeIDs/tid:TradeID[2]/tid:partyReference”
op=”equal”
dest_ref=”pR”
expdestquant=”exists”
expdest=”./fpml:tradeIDs/fpml:TradeIDs/tid:TradeID[1]/tid:partyReference”/>

<Operator value=”OR”/>
<Condition expsourcequant=”exists”

expsource=”./fpml:tradeIDs/fpml:TradeIDs/tid:TradeID[2]/tid:partyReference”
op=”equal”
dest_ref=”pR”
expdestquant=”exists”
expdest=”./fpml:tradeIDs/fpml:TradeIDs/tid:TradeID[2]/tid:partyReference”/>

</ConsistencyRule>
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Type 4: Existence of related documents
This type of rule is related to the situation in which the existence of a document
requires the existence of another document.
Example: (Type 4.2) - For every FX swap trade document F1 referencing two parties 
pR1 and pR2, and produced by party pR1, there must exist a FX swap trade document 
F2, produced by party pR2, with the same party reference name.  

With the proposed syntax it is also possible to represent consistency rules that 
check for the existence of unrelated documents or elements. Due to limitation of 
space we do not present here examples of these types of consistency rules.

<ConsistencyRule id=”R4.2”>
<Description> For every FX swap trade document referencing two parties and produced by one
party, there must exist a FX swap trade document produced by the other party, with the same
party reference names </Description>
<Source> <XPath> /fpml:FpML/fpml:Trade </XPath> </Source>
<Destination dest_id=”ST”> <XPath> /fpml:FpML/fpml:Trade </XPath> </Destination>
<Condition expsourcequant=”forall”

expsource=”./fpml:tradeIDs/fpml:TradeIDs/tid:TradeID[1]/tid:partyReference”
op=”equal”
dest_ref=”ST”
expdestquant=”exists”
expdest=”./fpml:tradeIDs/fpml:TradeIDs/ tid:TradeID/tid:partyReference”/>

<Operatorvalue=”AND”/>
<Condition expsourcequant=”forall”

expsource=”./fpml:tradeIDs/fpml:TradeIDs/tid:TradeID[2]/tid:partyReference”
op=”equal”
dest_ref=”ST”
expdestquant=”exists”
expdest=”./fpml:tradeIDs/fpml:TradeIDs/tid:TradeID/tid:partyReference”/>

</ConsistencyRule>
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4 Resolution Actions 

In this section we present the syntax used to express the resolution actions. Similar to 
the consistency rules, and for the same reasons, the syntax to express the resolution 
action is also described in terms of XML [4] and XPath [7] syntax. 

A resolution is composed of two parts. Part 1 is related to fragment parts of the 
participating documents that are inconsistent. Part 2 is concerned with values that 
should be replaced in the fragment parts of part 1, to convert the document to a 
consistent state.  

Fig. 3 illustrates the Document Type Definition [4] for the resolution action syntax. 
It contains a root element called Action composed of two element contents. The two 
element contents are described below. Fig. 4 presents an example of a resolution 
action for consistency rule R4.2 (Type 4) shown in section 3 

DocumentFragment - it contains XPath expressions identifying the part of the 
document where inconsistency was detected; 
NewValue – it contains the ‘new’ value to which the fragment part has to be 
modified to restore the document to a consistent mode.

Fig. 3. Resolution action syntax 

Fig. 4. Example of a resolution action 

Based on the action a stylesheet is created to support the restoration of an 
inconsistent document.   Fig. 5 presents an example of a XSLT stylesheet related to 
the resolution action shown in Fig. 4. The stylesheet is composed of two template 
rules. The first template rule matches all the attributes and nodes in the original XML 
document (source tree), and creates a new XML document (result tree) by copying 
these attributes and nodes. The second template rule is related to the content of the 
resolution action. It matches the nodes related to the inconsistent part of the 
document, and replaces them with the ‘new value’ specified in the resolution action. 

<!ELEMENT Action (DocumentFragment, NewValue)>
<!ELEMENT DocumentFragment (XPath)>
<!ELEMENT NewValue (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT XPath (#PCDATA)>

<Action>
<DocumentFragment> <XPath>

fpml:FpML/fpml:Trade/fpml:tradeIDs/fpml:TradeIDs/tid:TradeID[1]/
tid:partyReference </Xpath> </DocumentFragment>

<NewValue>ABC Trust
</NewValue>
</Action>
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Fig. 5. An example of the XSLT stylesheet 

5 The XRule Tool 

In order to evaluate our approach, we developed a prototype tool called XRule, which 
supports the consistency management process. The tool was implemented as proof of 
concept and developed in JDK 1.1.6. It uses Apache [1] Xerces Java Parser 1.1.2, for 
parsing XML documents, and Apache Xalan Java XSLT Processor 1.1, as the XSLT 
processor.  

The prototype contains the implementation of essential features that enable us to 
evaluate and prove the feasibility of our approach. The main goals of our tool are to 
perform consistency checks and restore the documents to a consistent state. The 
document restoration is based on interaction with the user. This interaction is 
necessary to identify the correct instance value of the inconsistent document part. 

Fig. 6 presents the initial screen of the XRule tool. It contains a list of all available 
consistency rules. For the prototype we have implemented ten different types of rules. 
We grouped these rules into two categories: single document rules, for the rules 
related to only one document, and pair of document rules, for the rules related to two 
or more documents.  

After selecting a consistency rule, the documents to be checked for consistency are 
specified by the user. These documents can be located in the same machine where 
XRule tool is being used or accessed over the Web. The result of the consistency 
checking process is presented to the user, as shown in Fig. 7. For the example we 
consider the execution of only one trade on 26/05/1999. Therefore, there are only two 
documents checked for consistency rule 7 in Fig. 6. The first document (Source) is 
related to the trade summary; the second document (Destination) is related to the trade 
itself.  

When an inconsistency is found, the application presents the fragment parts that
are inconsistent in both documents, with their respective values, as shown on the top

<?xml version=”1.0” encoding=”UTF-8”?>
<xsl:stylesheet version=”1.0” xmlns:xsl=http://WWW.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform>
<xsl:output method=”xml”/>

<xsl:template match=”@*|node( )”/>
<xsl:copy>

<xsl:apply-templates select=”@*|node( )”/>
</xsl:copy>

</xsl:template>

<xsl:template match=”fpml:FpML/fpml:Trade/fpml:tradeIDs/tid:TradeIDs/tid:TradeID[1]/
tid:partyReference”/>

ABC Trust
</xsl:template>
</xsl:stylesheet>
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of Fig. 7. The two participating documents are also displayed on the screen to allow
the user to browse the documents, if necessary.

In the case where the user wants to execute the consistency handling process, s/he
selects to “proceed”. The application presents to the user the screen shown in Fig. 8
with the condition in the related consistency rule that does not hold for the
participating documents. After selecting the condition the application automatically
displays the related inconsistent values in the fragment of the participating
documents. The user specifies which document is inconsistent, by selecting either the
Source or Destination value, and specifies the ‘new value’ that should replace the
inconsistent one. For our example the user assumes that the Destination document is
inconsistent, i.e. the document related to the trade executed on 26/05/1999.

Based on the information specified by the user, XRule generates the resolution
action document and the XSLT stylesheet document. The tool executes the restoration
process, and a consistent document is generated and presented to the user.

6 Related Work

Many approaches have been proposed for consistency management. In particular,
approaches for software engineering documents and specifications. A complete and
up to date survey can be found in [31].

Fig. 6. Consistency rules 
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Fig. 7. Result of the consistency checking process 

Fig. 8. Consistency handling process 

In [8][9][13] inconsistency is seen as a logical concept and the authors proposed a
first-order logic-based approach to consistency management in the ViewPoints
framework. However, this approach has not been implemented in a distributed setting.

Spanoudakis and Finkelstein [27][28] suggested a method called reconciliation to
allow detection and verification of overlaps and certain types of inconsistencies
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between specifications expressed in an object-oriented framework. When managing
inconsistency, overlap detection is an activity that precedes consistency rule
construction [14]. We are investigating the use of reconciliation method to check
consistency of meta-level XML documents, i.e. XML Schema documents [12].

In [8][13][18][29][33] the authors proposed logic-based approaches for consistency
checking, where some formal inference technique is used to detect inconsistencies in
software models expressed in formal modeling languages. Our work complements
the work in [10], where the authors developed a technique for detecting
inconsistencies in distributed documents with overlapping content, based on XML
and related technologies.

The strategies proposed for consistency handling can be divided into two groups.
One group is related to the approaches that use actions, which modify the documents
by repairing or ameliorating the inconsistencies [8][9][20][23][33]. The other group is
concerned to approaches that notify the stakeholders about inconsistencies and
perform analysis that would safe further reasoning from documents [3][13][18].

Van Lamsweerde et al. [32][33] proposed a formal framework for various types of
inconsistencies that can occur during requirements engineering process. The idea is to
manage conflicts at the goal level in the context of the KAOS requirements
engineering methodology. This is achieved by introducing new goals or by
transforming specifications of goals into new specifications free of conflicts.

In addition, methods for consistency tracking have been proposed in [11][13]. On
the other hand, specification and application of consistency management policies are
presented in [11][13][24][28].

Identification and resolution of semantic and syntactic conflicts are also issues in
the multidatabase system domain. Many approaches have been proposed in the
literature [5][17][25][26]. A survey of different approaches to detect and resolve
conflicts can be found in [2]. 

Although the existing approaches have contributed to a better understanding of the
consistency management problem, an approach which deals with consistency
management of distributed financial documents have not yet been proposed.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we presented an approach to consistency management of XML financial 
documents. The approach supports the activities of consistency checking and 
consistency handling. It uses XML and related technologies to allow Internet-scale 
distribution, standardisation of the consistency management process, and access to 
XML documents. 

We proposed the use of consistency rules and resolution actions to support the 
management process. We developed a prototype tool as proof of concept to evaluate 
the ideas of the work and demonstrate the feasibility and applicability of the 
approach. 

Although the approach has been proposed for dealing with inconsistencies in the 
financial domain, it can be deployed in other settings where consistency management 
is necessary and important. Examples are found in the health care domain, scientific 
domain, and business domains, among others.  
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Before large-scale experimentation and use, we are expanding the prototype to 
allow consistency management of heterogeneous financial documents such as FIXML 
[16], FpML [15], and OTP [22], for meta-level (XML Schema) and instance 
documents. We are also extending our work to allow different types of consistency 
rules and resolution actions. In particular, rules and actions involving complex 
financial calculations like derivative models, and semantic aspects of the data. In [31] 
we proposed an approach for monitoring financial information where we present a 
syntax to describe complex financial calculations. We also plan to expand the 
approach to support other important activities of the consistency management process, 
such as consistency tracking, consistency diagnosis, and consistency policy [31]. 
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